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The Second Key Shift in the
Military Balance:
The Rising Impact of Iran’s
Asymmetric Forces
105

The Rising Impact of Iran’s Asymmetric Forces
The second key shift in the balance in recent years has been the rising capabilities of Iran’s asymmetric forces. The charts and data that follow
illustrate the fact that Iran’s asymmetric force elements go far beyond the Al Quds Force – which is Iran’s best-known element that trains and
equips foreign military state and non-state forces. The following charts show Iran’s overall military structure, and it has other major force
elements in its national training base, IRGC, and regular forces or ARTESH that contribute to such train and equip missions, along with its
intelligence agencies like the MOIS and elements in its Foreign Ministry. All play a role in building politico-military relationships, recruiting
“volunteers,” and building coalitions. There are often differences in policy and competition between given elements – a key part of every
aspect of Iranian society and governance – but there is also cooperation as well.
As noted earlier, every aspect of Iran’s forces have asymmetric elements, and Iran focuses on building strategic relationships outside its
territory, on hybrid and “gray area” operations, and integrated political, military, and civil efforts rather than conventional war fighting. Once
again, it tends to follow the strategic advice of Sun Tzu rather than focus on the perfect war strategy emphasized in most chapters of
Clausewitz.
The two elements where changes pose a rising challenge to the U.S, its Arab strategic partners, and U.S. coalition allies in Europe like Britain
and France are:
•

First, the growth of its naval-missile-air capabilities in the Arab/Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman and Arabian Sea/Indian Ocean, and the
approaches to the Bab el Mandeb and operations in the Red Sea.

•

Second, the combination of the rising precision conventional strike capabilities of its ballistic and air breathing missile forces, improved
land-based air defenses, and ability to mix attacks by a full range of land, air, and sea-based strike-capabilities with the ability to influence
rocket and missile strikes by other outside actors like the Hezbollah, Popular Military Forces in Iraq, and the Houthi in Yemen.

The following sections of this analysis focus on Iran’s growing capabilities to use such forces in a tactical and strategic context. They do not
attempt to predict major warfighting scenarios, which the previous analyses have shown are highly uncertain and more likely to evolve out of
events than any grand strategy. This part focuses on first set of force changes – Iran’s the naval-missile-air capabilities – but it also touches
upon its land forces and their capabilities for defense in depth, to threaten Iraq and Kuwait, and pose major challenges to any invasion and and
attempt to occupy Iran and change its political structure.
106

Iran’s Complex Security Structure: 2019

Source: Adapted from Iran’s Networks of Influence in the Middle East, November 2019, https://www.iiss.org/publications/strategic-dossiers/iran-dossier/iran-19-03-ch-1-tehransstrategic-intent
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DIA Estimate of Iranian Military Command and Control

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, p. 27.
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DIA Assessment of Iranian Military Modernization Goals

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, p. 42.
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IRGC versus Iran’s Regular Forces
•

Iran has roughly 610,000 active military personnel, of which approximately 195,000 are in the IRGC.

•

Its forces include roughly 350,000 soldiers from the regular army (220,000 of whom are conscripts), 18,000 from the
regular navy, 37,000 from the regular air force, and 15,000 from air defense force

•

Iran has two main ground components: the Islamic Republic of Iran Ground Forces (IRIGF) and the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps Ground Forces (IRGC-GF).

•

The IRIGF includes six infantry divisions, four armor divisions, six artillery divisions, two commando divisions, one
airborne brigade, and one special forces brigade.

•

Iran’s army is relatively weak. Though Iran does not possess a robust arsenal of modern tanks or armored vehicles, it
has rebuilt its armored strength since the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq War.

•

Iran employs smaller vessels that emphasize speed and mobility. Iran could employ these fast-attack vessels to fire on
tankers, lay mines, or conduct swarming tactics to isolate and overwhelm targets.

•

Iranian acquisition of the Houdong-class missile boats, C 14-class missile boats, and MK 13-class patrol craft—all
from China—highlights Iran’s focus on irregular capabilities and its ability to fire precision missiles from mobile
maritime platforms. Iran produces domestic variants, such as the Peykaap I-/II-class patrol craft and missile boats.

•

Mines are similarly used by Iran as an area denial tool. Late in the Iran- Iraq “tanker war” in the 1980s, Iran utilized
mine warfare against commercial shipping in the Persian Gulf, planting mines through the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman,
and the Strait of Hormuz. In 1988, Iran deposited roughly 150 mines in the Strait of Hormuz, one of which succeeded
in severely damaging the U.S. guided-missile frigate USS Roberts.

Source: Adapted from Seth G. Jones, “Containing Tehran,” CSIS. 1-2020, p. 25.
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Estimate of IRGC Al Quds Force (IRGC-QF)
•

Reports directly to the supreme leader of Iran.

•

While the IRGC as a whole has over 125,000 total personnel, there are between 5,000 and 20,000 IRGC-QF soldiers.

•

Active in supporting state and sub-state partners outside of the country through units such as Department 400 (or the
Misaq Unit), which is in charge of external special operations.

•

Engages in a wide range of activity, such as gathering intelligence; training, equipping, and funding state and non-state
partner forces; conducting assassinations and bombings; and providing humanitarian and economic aid to Islamic
causes.

•

Includes roughly 5,000 soldiers, much smaller than other components of the IRGC.

•

Includes sections devoted to specific countries and regions, such as the Ramazan Corps (Iraq), Levant Corps (Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan, and Israel), the Rasulallah Corps (Arabian Peninsula), and Ansar Corps (Afghanistan).

•

Examples of forces supported by the IRGC-QF include Lebanese Hezbollah; the hashd al-sha’abi in Iraq (including
groups such as the Badr Organization, Kata’ib Hezbollah, and Asaib Ahl al-Haq); militia forces in Syria, including
Lebanese Hezbollah; the Houthis in Yemen; Liwa Fatemiyoun in Afghanistan; Liwa Zainebiyoun in Pakistan; and
several groups in Palestinian territory, such as Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad

•

Forces help Iran counter its state adversaries in a broad “Axis of Resistance” that extends from the Persian Gulf
through Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq to the eastern parts of the Mediterranean Sea. Other Iranian organizations, such as the
MOIS, provide support to the IRGC.

Source: Adapted from Seth G. Jones, “Containing Tehran," CSIS, 1-2020, p. 11,13.
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DIA Assessment of Iran’s Al Quds Force
and Other Elements Using Asymmetric Force - I
Iran depends on a variety of unconventional and proxy forces to bolster its conventional military. The IRGC-QF (Qods meaning “Jerusalem”) is Iran’s primary means for
conducting unconventional operations abroad, with connections of varying degrees to state and non-state actors globally. It was founded in 1990 in the aftermath of the IranIraq War as the IRGC unit responsible for covert operations and unconventional warfare operations abroad. Before the IRGC-QF’s creation, a variety of government
organizations, including the IRGC’s Office of Liberation Movements, handled Iran’s support to Islamic militant, terrorist, and resistance groups.
Since its establishment, the IRGC-QF has become an increasingly professional unit trusted by the supreme leader to conduct operations outside Iran, provide support to Islamic
militants, and collect intelligence against Iran’s enemies. IRGC-QF personnel number roughly 5,000, though some estimates are higher. Tehran uses the IRGC-QF to provide
financial, training, and materiel support—including facilitating terrorist attacks—mainly to regional Shia militant groups ideologically aligned with Iran. These partner and
proxy groups provide Iran with a degree of plausible deniability, and their demonstrated capabilities and willingness to attack Iran’s enemies serve as an additional deterrent.
Major General Qasem Soleimani command (ed) the IRGC-QF and ha(d) a close relationship with Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, often communicating with and taking orders
from him directly. Soleimani overs(aw) all IRGC-QF external operations, including support for active combat missions and clandestine activities. In recent years, he traveled
frequently to Iraq and Syria to support Iran’s involvement in battlefield operations against ISIS and Syrian opposition groups, and bec(a)me one of Iran’s most visible—and
popular—military leaders.
The IRGC-QF receives official funding from Iran’s defense budget, but it augments its operating budget through a network of IRGC-QF-affiliated companies worldwide. The
IRGC-QF and some affiliated companies have come under international sanctions because of their involvement in terrorist activities and weapons proliferation…
… Iran has consistently demonstrated a preference for using partners, proxies, and covert campaigns to intervene in regional affairs because of limitations in its conventional
military capabilities and a desire to maintain plausible deniability, thereby attempting to minimize the risk of escalation with its adversaries.. Iran’s reliance on unconventional
operations—which is enabled by its relationships with a wide range of primarily Middle Eastern militias, militant groups, and terrorist organizations—is central to its foreign
policy and defense strategy.
The IRGC-QF is Tehran’s primary tool for conducting unconventional operations and providing support to partners and proxies. The commander of the IRGC-QF, Major
General Soleimani, has a close relationship with Khamenei, often communicating with and taking orders from him directly.
Through the IRGC-QF, Iran provides its partners, proxies, and affiliates with varying levels of financial assistance, training, and materiel support. Iran uses these groups to
further its national security objectives while obfuscating Iranian involvement in foreign conflicts. Tehran also relies on them as a means to carry out retaliatory attacks on its
adversaries. Most of these groups share similar religious and ideological values with Iran, particularly devotion to Shia Islam and, in some cases, adherence to velayat-e faqih.
However, Iran has also established relationships with more diverse groups based on shared enemies, common threats, and mutually beneficial goals.
The strength of Iran’s relationship with these groups varies widely. Iran’s strongest and most successful regional partnership is with Hizballah, dating back to 1982. The
relationship today involves Iranian sponsorship, cooperation, and shared sectarian and political interests, especially against Israel and the United States. However, Hizballah
retains its decision making in internal Lebanese affairs…
Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 61-62. 33-35.
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DIA Assessment of Iran’s Al Quds Force and
Other Elements Using Asymmetric Force - II
In recent years, the conflicts in Syria, Iraq, and Yemen have placed new demands on the IRGC-QF to manage Iranian involvement in multiple combat zones, including some
support from Iranian conventional forces. In Syria, Iran maintains a strong relationship with the Assad regime, which it views as a critical ally and conduit to Hizballah.201 In
Iraq, the IRGC-QF has strong influence with Iranian-aligned Shia groups operating within the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF), many of whom have cooperated with
Baghdad to defeat ISIS.202 In Yemen, Iran has supported the Huthi rebels with financial assistance, weapons, military training, and operational advice…
Iran also uses the IRGC-QF to provide varying levels of support to Shia groups in Bahrain, some Palestinian militant groups, and the Taliban in Afghanistan. As active combat
operations have drawn down in Syria and Iraq, Tehran could choose to increase support to historical unconventional lines of effort in the region or pursue new opportunities.
…Iran has limited expeditionary warfare and force projection capabilities. It has shown itself capable of sending small groups of conventional forces—including ground forces,
military air lift, and UAV operators—into permissive allied countries to support larger operations. Since the outbreak of the Syrian civil war in 2011, Iran has become
increasingly involved in regional conflicts, with varying levels of military intervention in Iraq, Syria, and Yemen. The IRGC-QF remains the lead for these operations, but Iran
has adapted its approach to external operations incorporating conventional Iranian forces in addition to large numbers of Shia foreign fighters. Iran’s military has also revised
professional military education to emphasize lessons learned from operations in Syria and Iraq, where it also has gained its first experience conducting combined operations
with allied military forces.
In Syria, Iran has worked to defeat ISIS and defend the Asad regime against insurgent groups, with Iranian and Iranian-affiliated forces serving as critical force multipliers for
the regime. In the spring of 2016, Tehran deployed a small number of ground forces from the Artesh to Syria—the first such deployment outside Iran since the Iran-Iraq War.
As early as 2014, Iran deployed military advisers and some conventional ground forces to Iraq to combat ISIS and prevent the state’s frag mentation, although Iran maintains a
larger conventional military presence in Syria. The IRGC-QF has strong ties to many Iraqi Shia groups that have participated in operations to retake Iraqi territory from ISIS…
In Yemen, Iran provides military support to the Huthis against the Saudi-led coalition, enabling Tehran to indirectly pressure Riyadh without entering into a direct military
conflict. Huthi missile launches against targets in Saudi Arabia and attacks on Saudi-led coalition ships demonstrate Iran’s provision of increasingly lethal capabilities to the
Huthis. Tehran’s pro vision of explosive boat technology and Iranian-made missiles, including the extended-range Qiam SRBM, provides the Huthis with systems exceeding
the capabilities of the pre-conflict Yemeni inventory.
Iran does not participate meaningfully in international peacekeeping operations, contributing only a few personnel to the African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in
Darfur (UNAMID). However, Tehran has expressed interest in expanding its military support to international peacekeeping missions, potentially as a way to increase
legitimacy, participate in multilateral initiatives, and develop expeditionary-like capabilities through operations other than war.
Iran can also conduct limited out-of-area naval operations as far as China, South Africa, and the Mediterranean Sea. The Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) maintains
regular rotations of deployed naval groups (DNGs) for counter piracy, presence, and naval diplomacy missions in the Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden, and sometimes the Indian
Ocean. Often plagued with maintenance issues, the DNGs are largely symbolic, showcasing Iran’s projection of force beyond its territorial waters.
Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 61-62. 33-35.
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DIA Assessment of Iran’s Other Asymmetric Capabilities: Cyber
Iran uses cyberspace operations as a tool of statecraft and internal security, and it continues to improve its capabilities. Tehran views these operations as a safe, low-cost method to
collect information and retaliate against perceived threats. Tehran often masks its cyberoperations using proxies to maintain plausible deniability. However, there are often clear
indications that link these operations to Iran’s security apparatus. Domestically, the Iranian government pursues domination of the cyberspace environment to influence the
population’s ideological and cultural exposure. Abroad, Tehran intimidates, harasses, and influences adversaries by conducting cyberoperations and empowers its proxy networks to
do the same.
Compared to more technologically advanced states, such as the United States, China, and Russia, Tehran’s offensive cyberspace capabilities remain underdeveloped. Although
accounts of Iranian hacking first emerged in the early 2000s, state-sponsored cyberspace activities did not appear publicly until 2007. Prompted by the 2010 Stuxnet cyberattack on
Iran’s nuclear centrifuges, Iran recognized the need to develop its cyberspace capability as a strategic priority. Tehran receives technical assistance for cyberspace defense from
Russia and China, and Ruhani has repeatedly made commitments to increase Iran’s cyberspace budget.
Iran has quickly evolved from using web defacements and basic censorship to conducting more-sophisticated internal information controls, destructive attacks, and espionage
campaigns. Iranian cyberspace actors use phishing and defacing campaigns against commercial enterprises, as well as cyberespionage against military and government data. Iranian
cyberactors frequently target aerospace companies, defense contractors, energy and natural resource companies, and telecommunications firms for cyber espionage operations.
Since at least 2014, Iranian cyberactors have stolen credentials and spread malware on business networks. These cyberespionage efforts can support Iran’s military research and
development efforts and commodities industries.
Iran has shown it is capable of disruptive and destructive offensive cyberattacks, including against U.S. targets. After a 2012 malware attack targeting an Iranian oil facility, Iran
responded with a cyberattack on Saudi Aramco and Qatari RasGas, using malware to cause irreparable damage to thousands of computers. During 2012–2013, Iranian hackers
launched a distributed denial of service (DDoS) campaign against major U.S. banks and the U.S. Stock Exchange, and in 2014 conducted a data-deletion attack on a U.S. casino.
During the 2014 Israel-Gaza conflict, Iranian cyberactors launched a DDoS attack against Israel Defense Forces infrastructure.
From late 2016 to early 2017, Iran conducted another larger and more damaging malware attack against Saudi targets, including the civil aviation authority, labor ministry, and
central bank. Iranian cyberactors also conduct ongoing information operations aimed at promoting pro-Iranian political interests via the use of a network of fake social media
accounts. These accounts promote anti-Saudi and anti-Western stances and support policies that Tehran views as favorable

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 36-36.
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DIA Assessment of Iran’s Other Asymmetric Capabilities:
Intelligence and Deception
Intelligence: Iran’s intelligence services are capable of sophisticated operations worldwide to counter potential threats to the regime, its revolutionary ideology, and its interests.
Iran’s intelligence community is composed of 16 organizations charged with foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and internal monitoring and security missions…These
organizations include the MOIS and headquarters elements and subcomponents within the IRGC and Artesh.
Overlapping missions and parallel chains of command—particularly between the MOIS and elements of the IRGC—fuel competition between the organizations for resources,
missions, and prestige. The Intelligence Coordination Council, chaired by the MOIS, is charged with coordinating and deconflicting the operations of Iran’s intelligence
organizations.
The MOIS is Iran’s national-level civilian intelligence service. It is responsible for domestic security and intelligence, foreign intelligence, monitoring Iranian expatriate
communities, liaising with foreign intelligence services, counterintelligence, and sanctioned lethal operations. The MOIS primarily collects information regarding the intentions and
capabilities of foreign governments and dissidents Iran regards as hostile…
The IRGC Intelligence Organization (IRGC-IO) is Iran’s foremost military intelligence service, capable of all-source collection, analysis, and investigations. The IRGC also
operates a Counterintelligence Organization that is charged with protecting IRGC personnel, operations, and facilities from espionage, information leaks, and other
counterrevolutionary threats. The Artesh has a joint military intelligence capability tasked with tactical intelligence gathering, counterintelligence operations, and internal security
Denial and deception (D&D) is a core component of Iranian military doctrine, and Iran uses D&D techniques extensively to reduce the vulnerability and increase the survivability
of its military forces. To apply these techniques across the military, Tehran has established what it calls a “passive defense” doctrine. The effort was based on lessons learned from
past military conflicts, including U.S. operations in the Middle East and the 2006 Israel-Hizballah conflict.
Iran’s nationwide passive defense program comprises a wide range of D&D tactics to hinder foreign intelligence collection and ensure the survivability of critical infrastructure and
core military capabilities.
Key Iranian passive defense measures include camouflage and concealment, force dispersals, underground facilities, and highly mobile units. For example, Iran configures some
military vehicles to resemble civilian trucks. Iran’s passive defense doctrine also includes aspects of cyberdefense, mainly to protect networks from cyberattack and intrusion from
outside influences.
The National Passive Defense Organization (NPDO) sends guidance and regulations to passive defense offices embedded across Iranian industries and civilian organizations. The
NPDO has pressed the importance of the passive defense doctrine beyond the military in public forums, including Friday prayers. In 2012, Iran established Passive Defense Week,
a nationwide effort to promote awareness for key passive defense measure

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 36-37, 39.
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Naval-Missile-Air Forces and Threats to
Shipping and the Gulf
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The Naval Deterrence, Intimidation, and Warfare
Iran is not capable of winning a major naval battle in the Gulf region or any major conflict that involves the United States. It lacks the joint
warfare capabilities, numbers, range of mission capabilities, and battle management/IS&R capabilities to survive a major engagement,
although elements of its naval forces might survive for some time.
In contrast, its capabilities relative to Arab Gulf forces are much higher if the Gulf Arab states lacked the support of the United States. The
Arab Gulf forces have more modern major combat ships than Iran, and could exploit a major advantage in air surveillance and strike
capabilities.
However, the Arab Gulf navies are divided, get second to third priority in improving readiness and equipment, and are poorly designed to
meet Iran’s mine and anti-ship missile threats. Elements of the Arab Gulf navies also lack training, exercise experience, joint warfare
capability, and overall readiness. The Saudi Navy in particular has long needed modernization and restructuring to deal with the Iranian
Navy, and its readiness standards in the Red Sea area have needed to further improve. Such efforts now seem to be underway, but their
success is uncertain.
At the same time, neither Iran nor the Gulf states have a clear incentive to fight a major naval war that would block the imports and
petroleum exports of both sides, lead to attacks on its ports and coastal targets, and have no clear outcome that could offer strategic
advantages to the “winner” worth the war’s cost.
It may take a far more serious war that also involves major missile and air strikes to do enough damage to create the Gulf equivalent of
mutual assured destruction, but anything approaching escalation to a major naval war where the United States did not intervene decisively
from the start might at best end in Pyrrhic victory.
As the earlier analysis of the chronology of events in 2019 has shown, however, more limited uses of sea power to deter, intimidate, and
carry out hybrid or gray areas operations is a different story. Moreover, an Iran subject to sanctions on its exports has strong incentives to
threaten, carry out limited attacks, and fight at low to medium levels if this puts pressure on its Arab neighbors. Iran also has strong
incentives to acquire long-range anti-ship missiles that can attack U.S. Navy targets and use that threat – or even limited clashes – to
restrict U.S. and Gulf Arab freedom of action in the Gulf and nearby waters.
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The maps and data that follow illustrate the range of waters and major ports at stake. They show that Iran has created naval forces that rely
heavily on smaller missile ships, submarines, submersibles, mine warfare, land and sea-based anti-ship and anti-fixed target missiles that
are broadly distributed in the Gulf and in ports outside the Strait of Hormuz that Iraq is significantly improving.
Iran is also steadily improving its operations outside the Gulf, in nearby waters, and in the Red Sea – and is even equipping the Houthi for
limited naval attack missions as well.
It also is developing its own anti-ship ballistic missiles and a range of dual-capable sea and land launch platforms that have missiles it
could use against not only ships, but also against fixed targets like oil platforms in the Gulf, and coastal targets in the Arab Gulf states.
Aside from Saudi Arabia, Iran’s targets are dependent on Gulf ports, facilities, and population centers, and they have limited strategic
depth. Iran may not be able to risk the retaliation that would come from any sustained attempt to “close the Gulf,” but it has already shown
that it can benefit from more limited operations or even just by threatening to close the Gulf.
Other slides summarize recently unclassified U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) report on the
mix of regular and asymmetric capabilities in the Iranian Navy and IRGC Navy. These represent the most authoritative sources for such
open source data.
The final slides in the section also show just how dense the commercial shipping traffic is on a normal day. The Gulf, local waters, and
Red sea are target rich to say the least. Moreover, Iran’s ability to use small craft, commercial ships, and dhows to attack ships without
involved major combat ships gives it further advantages in escalating to asymmetric warfare, and also gives it the potential to carry out
limited wars of attrition using a wide range of means.
Iran will still decisively lose any major conflict that escalates to involve the high intensity use of U.S naval and air forces, but it has
developed effective naval asymmetric forces for a range of other scenarios and threats.
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Key Naval Operating Areas
in the Arabian Peninsula,
Gulf of Oman, Indian Ocean,
and Red Sea Areas
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Iran and the Arab Gulf Naval Forces in 2020
Based on IISS 2020 Military Balance Estimate

Active Naval Personnel
Marines
Naval IRGC
Destroyers (with missiles)
Destroyers (without missiles)
Frigates (with missiles)
Frigates (without missiles)
Corvettes (with missiles)
Coastal Patrol Boats (with
missiles)
Coastal Patrol Boats (without
missiles)
Submarines
Submersibles
Mine Warfare
Landing Ships
Landing Craft

Iraq
3,000
1,000
-

32
-

Iran
18,000
2,600
20,000+
7

GCC
25,400
3,000
3
9
18

Saudi
13,500
3,000
3
4
4

UAE
2,500
1
10

Bahrain
700
1
2

Kuwait
2,000
-

Oman
4,200
3
2

Qatar
2,500
-

78

51

9

20

4

10

1

7

107
3
16
15
13

58
5
3
42

19
3
5

12
2
2
17

6
9

10
6

7
1
5

4
-

Source: Adapted from IISS, “The Military Balance 2020,” 344-374, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/military-balance/2020/02/new-features-military-balance2020
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Arab Gulf Missile-Armed Naval Forces
Based on IISS 2020 Military Balance Estimate
Bahrain
Missile Ships & Craft
FFGHM 1 Sabha (ex-US Oliver Hazard
Perry) with 1 Mk 13 GMLS with SM-1MR Block VI
SAM/RGM-84C Harpoon Block 1B AShM, 2 triple
324mm SVTT Mk 32 ASTT with Mk 46 LWT, 1 Mk 15
Phalanx Block 1B CIWS, 1 76mm gun (capacity 1 Bo105 hel)
FSG 2 Al Manama (GER Lurssen 62m)
with 2 twin lnchr with MM40 Exocet AShM, 2 76mm
guns, 1 hel landing platform
PCFG 4 Ahmed el Fateh (GER Lurssen 45m) with 2 twin
lnchr with MM40 Exocet AShM, 1 76mm gun
None

Iraq

Kuwait
PCFG 2:
1 Al Sanbouk (GER Lurssen TNC-45) with 2 twin lnchr
with MM40 Exocet AShM, 1 76mm gun
1 Istiqlal (GER Lurssen FPB-57) with 2 twin lnchr with
MM40 Exocet AShM, 1 76mm gun
PBF 10 Al Nokatha (US Mk V Pegasus)
PBG 8 Um Almaradim (FRA P-37 BRL) with 2 twin lnchr
with Sea Skua AShM
Oman
FFGHM 3 Al-Shamikh with 2 twin lnchr with MM40
Exocet Block 3 AShM, 2 6-cell CLA VLS with VL-MICA
SAM, 1 76mm gun
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS 10
CORVETTES • FSGM 2:
2 Qahir Al Amwaj with 2 quad lnchr with MM40 Exocet
AShM, 1 octuple lnchr with Crotale SAM, 1 76mm
gun, 1 hel landing platform
PCFG 1 Dhofar with 2 quad lnchr with MM40 Exocet
AShM, 1 76mm gun

Qatar
PCFG 4 Barzan (UK Vita) with 2 quad lnchr with MM40
Exocet Block 3 AShM, 1 sextuple Sadral lnchr with Mistral
SAM, 1 Goalkeeper CIWS, 1 76mm gun
PCFG 3 Damsah (FRA Combattante III) with 2 quad lnchr
with MM40 Exocet AShM, 1 76mm gun
Saudi Arabia
DDGHM 3 Al Riyadh (FRA La Fayette
mod) with 2 quad lnchr with MM40 Exocet Block 2
AShM, 2 8-cell Sylver A43 VLS with Aster 15 SAM,
4 single 533mm TT with F17P HWT, 1 76mm gun
(capacity 1 AS365N Dauphin 2 hel)
FRIGATES • FFGHM 4 Madina (FRA F-2000) with 2
quad lnchr with Otomat Mk2 AShM, 1 octuple lnchr
with Crotale SAM, 4 single 533mm TT with F17P HWT,
1 100mm gun (capacity 1 AS365N Dauphin 2 hel)
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS 32
CORVETTES • FSG 4 Badr (US Tacoma) with 2 quad
Mk140 lnchr with RGM-84C Harpoon Block 1B AShM, 2
triple 324mm ASTT with Mk 46 LWT, 1 Mk 15 Phalanx
CIWS, 1 76mm gun
PCFG 9 Al Siddiq (US 58m) with 2 twin lnchr with RGM84C Harpoon Block 1B AShM, 1 Mk 15 Phalanx CIWS,
1 76mm gun

UAE
FRIGATES • FFGH 1
1 Abu Dhabi with 2 twin lnchr with MM40 Exocet
Block 3 AShM, 1 76mm gun
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS 42
CORVETTES 10
FSGHM 6:
6 Baynunah with 2 quad lnchr with MM40 Exocet
Block 3 AShM, 1 8-cell Mk 56 VLS with RIM-162
ESSM SAM, 1 21-cell Mk 49 GMLS with RIM-116C
RAM Block 2 SAM, 1 76mm gun
FSGM 4:
2 Muray Jib (GER Lurssen 62m) with 2 quad lnchr
with MM40 Exocet Block 2 AShM, 1 octuple lnchr
with Crotale SAM, 1 Goalkeeper CIWS, 1 76mm gun,
1 hel landing platform
2 Ganthoot with 2 twin lnchr with MM40 Exocet
Block 3 AShM, 2 3-cell VLS with VL-MICA SAM, 1
76mm gun, 1 hel landing platform
PCFGM 2 Mubarraz (GER Lurssen 45m) with 2 twin
lnchr with MM40 Exocet AShM, 1 sextuple Sadral lnchr
with Mistral SAM, 1 76mm gun
PCFG 6 Ban Yas (GER Lurssen TNC-45) with 2 twin lnchr
with MM40 Exocet Block 3 AShM, 1 76mm gun
PBFG 12 Butinah (Ghannatha mod) with 4 single lncher
with Marte Mk2/N AShM

Note: Does not identify anti-Ship and dual-capable anti-ship
and fixed-target missile systems, or land-based anti-ship
missiles

Source: Adapted from IISS, “The Military Balance 2020,” 348-352, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/military-balance/2020/02/new-features-military-balance-2020
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Iran Operates
on a Gulf-Wide,
Gulf of Oman,
Indian Ocean,
and Red Sea
Basis:
DIA Map of
Iranian Naval
Commands
Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime
Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, 48,
November 2019.
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Vulnerability of the Strait of Hormuz
• “Smart” and Contact Mines
• Land-Based Long-range
Anti-Ship Missiles
• Armed Civilian Ships and
Craft
• Remotely Controlled Small
Craft with Explosives
• Swarming Attacks
• Coastal or Goat Island
Raids
• Submarines and
submersibles in periphery
• Boundary Dispute and
Other Seizures
• Manpad, Rocket, and
ATGM attacks
Source: EIA, “The Strait of Hormuz is the world’s most important oil transit chokepoint,” June 20, 2019, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=39932
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DIA Estimate of Iranian Naval Forces

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, 50-53, November 2019.
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Iranian Naval and IRGC Naval Asymmetric Forces in 2020
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Naval Forces 20,000+ (incl 5,000 Marines)
Some arty bty
Some AShM bty with HY-2 (CH-SSC-3 Seersucker) AShM
EQUIPMENT BY TYPE
In addition to the vessels listed, the IRGC operates a substantial number of patrol boats
with a full-load dis- placement below 10 tons, including ε40 Boghammar- class vessels
and small Bavar-class wing-in-ground effect air vehicles
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS 126 PBFG 56:
5 C14 with 2 twin lnchr with C-701 (Kosar)/C-704 (Nasr) AShM
10 Mk13 with 2 single lnchr with C-704 (Nasr) AShM, 2 single 324mm TT
10 Thondor (PRC Houdong) with 2 twin lnchr with C-802A (Ghader) AShM, 2 twin
AK230 CIWS
25 Peykaap II (IPS-16 mod) with 2 single lnchr with C-701 (Kosar) AShM/C-704
(Nasr), 2 single 324mm TT
6 Zolfaghar (Peykaap III/IPS-16 mod) with 2 single lnchr with C-701 (Kosar)/C-704
(Nasr) AShM PBFT 15 Peykaap I (IPS -16) with 2 single 324mm TT
PBF 35: 15 Kashdom II; 10 Tir (IPS-18); ε10 Pashe (MIG-G-1900)
PB ε20 Ghaem AMPHIBIOUS
LANDING SHIPS • LST 3 Hormuz 24 (Hejaz design for commercial use)
LANDING CRAFT • LCT 2 Hormuz 21 (minelaying capacity)
LOGISTICS AND SUPPORT • AP 3 Naser COASTAL DEFENCE • AShM C-701
(Kosar); C-704 (Nasr); C-802; HY-2 (CH-SSC-3 Seersucker)

NOTE: Does not include air forces or
land and air-based anti-ship missile and
mine warfare capabilities.
Source: Adapted from IISS, “The Military Balance
2020,” 350-351, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/militarybalance/2020/02/new-features-military-balance-2020

HELICOPTERS
MRH 5 Mi-171 Hip
TPT • Light some Bell 206 (AB-206) Jet Ranger
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Marines
5,000+
Amphibious 1 marine bde
Navy 18,000
In addition to the vessels listed, the Iranian Navy operates a substantial number of
patrol boats with a full-load dis- placement below 10 tons
SUBMARINES – SUBMERSIBLES 19
SSK 3 Taregh (RUS Paltus Project-877EKM) with 6 single 533mm TT
SSC 1 Fateh (in trials)
SSW 15: 14 Qadir with 2 single 533mm TT with Valfajar
HWT (additional vessels in build); 1 Nahang
CORVETTES 7
FSGM 2 Jamaran (UK Vosper Mk 5 derivative – 1 more undergoing sea trials) with
2 twin lnchr with C-802 (Noor) (CH-SS-N-6) AShM, 2 single lnchr with SM-1 SAM,
2 triple 324mm SVTT Mk 32 ASTT, 1 76mm gun, 1 hel landing platform
FSG 5:
3 Alvand (UK Vosper Mk 5) with 2 twin lnchr with
C-802 (CH-SS-N-6) AShM, 2 triple 324mm SVTT
Mk 32 ASTT, 1 114mm gun
2 Bayandor (US PF-103) with 2 twin lnchr with C-802
(CH-SS-N-6) AShM, 2 triple 324mm SVTT Mk 32
ASTT, 1 76mm gun
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS 67 (Dopes not include
PCFG 13 Kaman (FRA Combattante II) with 1–2 twin lnchr with C-802 (Noor)
(CH-SS-N-8 Saccade) AShM, 1 76mm gun
PBG 9:
3 Hendijan with 2 twin lnchr with C-802 (Noor) (CH- SS-N-8 Saccade) AShM
3 Kayvan with 2 single lnchr with C-704 (Nasr) AShM 3 Parvin with 2 single lnchr
with C-704 (Nasr) AShM

PBFT 3 Kajami (semi-submersible) with
2 324mm TT
PBF 1 MIL55
PB 34: 9 C14; 9 Hendijan; 6 MkII; 10
MkIII
AMPHIBIOUS LANDING SHIPS 12
LSM 3 Farsi (ROK) (capacity 9 tanks;
140 troops)
LST 3 Hengam with 1 hel landing
platform (capacity 9 tanks; 225 troops)
LSL 6 Fouque
LANDING CRAFT 11 LCT 2
LCU 1 Liyan 110
UCAC 8: 2 Wellington Mk 4; 4
Wellington Mk 5; 2 Tondar (UK
Winchester)
NAVAL AVIATION 2,600
Aircraft:
TPT 16: Light 13: 5 Do-228; 4 F-27
Friendship; 4 Turbo Commander 680;
PAX 3 Falcon 20 (ELINT)
HELICOPTERS
ASW ε10 SH-3D Sea King
MCM 3 RH-53D Sea Stallion
TPT • Light 17: 5 Bell 205A (AB205A); 2 Bell 206 Jet Ranger (AB-206);
10 Bell 212 (AB-212)
Navy Marines 2,600
Amphibious 2 marine bde
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DIA Assessment of Iran Naval Warfare Capabilities - 2019
Iran operates two independent naval forces—the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN), the Artesh’s naval branch, and the IRGC Navy (IRGCN). Iran established the IRGCN in
1985; the IRIN existed as part of the Artesh before the 1979 revolution. The commander of the IRIN is Rear Admiral Hossein Khanzadi, and the commander of the IRGCN is Rear
Admiral Alireza Tangsiri.
In 2007, the two naval forces reorganized, and Iran assigned specific areas of operation for each. Tehran assigned the IRGCN sole responsibility for the Persian Gulf and assigned
the IRIN the Gulf of Oman and Caspian Sea. Both services continued to share responsibility for the Strait of Hormuz. The geographic split helped streamline command and control
(C2) while reducing confusion, miscommunication, and duplication of efforts.
With the added responsibility, the IRGCN established two new naval districts (NDs) in the central and southern Persian Gulf. The reorganization also provided the IRIN with a
greater mandate to operate farther from the Iranian coast.
…Amid increased tension with the United States in mid-2019, Iran has used its naval forces to demonstrate resolve and threaten freedom of navigation. In May and June 2019, Iran
conducted limpet mine attacks against several merchant vessels in the Gulf of Oman. In July 2019, the IRGCN also seized a UK-flagged oil tanker in the Strait of Hormuz after the
United Kingdom seized an Iranian-flagged oil tanker near Gibraltar.
Islamic Republic of Iran Navy: The IRIN comprises approximately 18,000 personnel and is considered Iran’s “blue water navy” with its larger and more traditional surface ships
compared with the IRGCN. Iran is the only Persian Gulf nation with a submarine force, which the IRIN operates.
The service’s primary mission is to defend Iranian territorial waters and protect the country’s economic interests in the Caspian Sea, Gulf of Oman, and beyond. It consists of
primarily older, small surface combatants along with mostly small submarines and some logistic support vessels.
As part of Iran’s layered maritime defenses, the IRIN provides anti-surface warfare capabilities focused on the Gulf of Oman with coastal defense cruise missiles (CDCMs), naval
mines, surface combatants, and submarines. The IRIN is Iran’s first line of defense in the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea. The IRIN also aims to secure Iranian economic
interests by safeguarding the flow of commerce in the region from piracy and interdiction.
The IRIN is geographically divided into four NDs, with the central IRIN headquarters in Tehran.
• 1st ND: Headquartered at Bandar Abbas (Strait of Hormuz); also the location of the IRIN’s Southern Forward Naval Headquarters (SFNHQ), which coordinates across all southern IRIN NDs
• 2nd ND: Headquartered at Bushehr (Persian Gulf) and Jask (Gulf of Oman); 2nd ND HQ moving to Jask following 2007 Reorganization
• 3rd ND: Headquartered at Chah Bahar (Gulf of Oman)
• 4th ND: Headquartered at Bandar Anzali(Caspian Sea)

One of the IRIN’s key missions is to conduct out of-area operations and naval diplomacy in the region and beyond. Since 2009, the IRIN has maintained near-continuous out-ofarea naval deployments for counterpiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, foreign port visits, and bilateral exercises with regional navies.

Source: Excerpted in part from DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 54-58.
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Despite its aging platforms, the IRIN has been moderately effective in maintaining readiness and sustaining operations. If the IRIN is to fulfill its longer-term ambitions to function
as a true blue-water navy, it will have to invest in more modern combatants and support ships. Iran has been able to domestically build corvettes and patrol boats for the IRIN and
upgrade legacy platforms with new capabilities, including antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs). Despite its need for new auxiliaries, Iran has given no indication it is planning to invest
in acquiring new support vessels.
Iran acquired three Russian Kilo class attack submarines in the 1990s and began domestically producing North Korean Yono class midget submarines in the mid-2000s. Iran
continues to invest in domestically developing and producing more-capable subsurface platforms, including larger coastal submarines.
The IRIN typically conducts a major national-level exercise each year called VELAYAT. The event usually entails a series of naval maneuvers involving IRIN surface combatants,
submarines, and CDCM forces.
…The IRIN operates Iran’s larger surface combatants, which include three 1960s-era British-built Vosper Mk 5 class corvettes and several French-built Combattante class patrol
craft acquired before the Islamic Revolution.
To expand the IRIN fleet, Iran has since domestically built several of its own Combattante patrol craft and three new Jamaran class corvettes, which closely resemble Iran’s Vospers
with modifications, such as an added helicopter flight deck. Iran has commissioned three of the vessels, including one on the Caspian Sea, which was severely damaged in early
2018. The IRIN has also expanded its number of missile combatants by upgrading older auxiliaries and patrol ships with short- and medium-range ASCMs.
Submarines are a critical component of the IRIN, which has undertaken an ambitious construction program to increase its subsurface production capabilities and expand its fleet.
Iran has four classes of submarines in its order of battle. Iran’s largest and most capable subsurface platforms are the three Kilo class attack submarines it purchased from Russia in
the 1990s. The IRIN also has 14 North Korean-designed Yono class midget submarines, which it can arm with Iranian Valfajar heavy-weight torpedoes. In February 2019, Iran
presented its first submarine-launched ASCM, the Jask-2, which can be launched from the Yono.
Iran also has a single domestically designed and produced Nahang midget submarine, which lacks torpedo tubes and may serve as a special operations platform. Also in February
2019, the IRIN officially commissioned its first coastal submarine, the Fateh . Iran claims the Fateh class, Iran’s largest domestically built submarine, can launch both torpedoes and
ASCMs.
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Navy: The IRGCN, which comprises approximately 20,000 personnel, is tasked with protecting primarily the Iranian littoral. It employs an
asymmetric doctrine that emphasizes speed, mobility, large numbers, surprise, and survivability and takes advantage of Iran's geography with the shallow and confined waterways
of the Persian Gulf and Strait of Hormuz.
Although the IRGCN has significantly upgraded its fleet in terms of size and lethality since the end of the Iran-Iraq War, it remains a force composed of smaller platforms. Rather
than acquire larger ships as a more traditional navy might, the IRGCN has pursued smaller, faster vessels armed with a variety of weapon systems. Iran views acquiring these types
of vessels in sufficient numbers will allow it to threaten foreign navies and overcome wartime attrition.
The IRGCN aims to overwhelm an adversary's defenses by using multiple platforms and weapons together to achieve tactical surprise. These systems include small boats armed
with guns, rockets, torpedoes, and missiles; CDCMs; naval mines; and maritime special operations forces.
Source: Excerpted in part from DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 54-58.
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IRGCN units train to use hit-and-run attacks against larger enemy naval vessels using swarms of small boats. The IRGCN could also restrict access or even attempt to fully close
the Strait of Hormuz. Iran has modified a range of small boats to be able to deliver naval mines rapidly.
In support of these goals, IRGCN acquisition efforts have focused on fielding a large fleet of faster and more-capable small boats; developing more-advanced ASCMs to be
launched from sea, ground, or air; and building a large inventory of more-sophisticated naval mines.
The IRGCN is geographically divided into five NDs, with the central IRGCN headquarters at Bandar Abbas.
• 1st ND: Headquartered at Bandar Abbas (Shahid Bahonar); responsible for the Strait of Hormuz
• 2nd ND: Headquartered at Bushehr; responsible for the north-central Persian Gulf
• 3rd ND: Headquartered at Bandar Mahshahr; responsible for the northern Persian Gulf
• 4th ND: Headquartered at Asaluyeh; responsible for the central Persian Gulf
• 5th ND: Headquartered at Bandar Lengeh; responsible for the southern Persian Gulf, including the disputed islands of Lesser Tunb, Greater Tunb, and Abu Musa.

…Many of Iran’s NOBLE PROPHET exercises—the IRGC’s typical large-scale annual exercise— are naval-focused with IRGCN elements leading the activities. IRGCN NOBLE
PROPHETs are usually deterrent-themed events intended largely for strategic messaging, primarily aimed at the West and regional states.
…The IRGCN is the primary operator of Iran’s hundreds of fast attack craft (FAC) and fast inshore attack craft (FIAC). These platforms have been the mainstay of the IRGCN
since its inception in the 1980s, although the Iranian FAC/FIAC inventory has grown significantly in terms of size and lethality since that time. Larger and more-capable, Iranian
FAC are usually armed with ASCMs or torpedoes.
The largest of these vessels are Iran’s 10 Chinese-built Houdong missile boats acquired in the mid-1990s, which serve as the capital ships of the IRGCN fleet; these vessels are
frequently used in Persian Gulf and Strait of Hormuz patrols. Originally equipped with C802 missiles, Iran has since upgraded the Houdongs with extended-range Ghader ASCMs.
Iranian FIAC, which are smaller but far more numerous, are lightly armed and usually fitted with only machine guns or rockets. Used en masse, these vessels can harass merchant
shipping and conduct swarm tactics during a force-on-force naval engagements.
Iranian FIAC, which are smaller but far more numerous, are lightly armed and usually fitted with only machine guns or rockets. Used en masse, these vessels can harass merchant
shipping and conduct swarm tactics during a force-on-force naval engagements.

Source: Excerpted in part from DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, DIA, November 2019, pp. 54-58.
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ONI Estimate of Iranian Naval Capabilities - 2017
Prior to the Islamic Revolution, Iran built its military capability primarily through foreign acquisitions. After experiencing isolation during the Iran-Iraq War, which greatly
inhibited its ability to procure foreign weapons, Tehran has since placed considerable emphasis on improving its defense industries and domestic production capabilities. More
recently, sanctions have only reinforced this approach. While not entirely abandoning foreign acquisition of complete systems, Iran has taken a long-view perspective by
sacrificing immediate gains to increase technological knowhow… Consequently, Iran has significantly improved its defense industries, but it has also resulted in some
downsides: prolonged delays, inferior quality, and less sophisticated capabilities, than if it had otherwise emphasized foreign acquisition to build its navies. In many respects,
Iran is still in the nascent stages of building domestic capabilities, but with each new domestic initiative, it gains valuable knowledge and experience.
Driven by an asymmetric doctrine--based on speed, numbers, stealth, survivability, and lethality– the IRGCN focuses its naval acquisitions along four primary capabilities:
fast attack craft, small boats, anti-ship cruise missiles, and mines. Considering it began as a fleet of lightly-armed small boats in the 1980s, IRGCN acquisitions in each of
these four core areas have greatly improved its capabilities. Individually, these improvements cannot compete with western technology. However, taken together, they could
create an overall capability that is greater than the sum of its parts, particularly when employed in tight operational spaces like the Persian Gulf and Strait of Hormuz.
Fast Attack Craft (FAC)
Since the end of the Iran-Iraq War in 1988, the IRGCN has significantly upgraded its fleet in terms of size and lethality, but it has remained a force comprised of smaller
platforms. Rather than acquire larger ships as might a more traditional navy, the IRGCN has instead chosen to pursue smaller, faster vessels, armed with capable weapons
systems, such as cruise missiles and torpedoes. It believes acquiring these types of vessels in sufficient numbers will allow it to threaten foreign navies and overcome wartime
attrition. The IRGCN still employs ten Chinese-built Houdong WPTGs, acquired in the mid-‘90s. Originally equipped with C802 missiles, these vessels have since been
upgraded with Iranian derivatives known as, Ghader missiles. The Houdong WPTGs serve as the capital ships of the IRGCN fleet and are frequently used in Persian Gulf and
Strait of Hormuz patrols. and domestic production. Between 1996 and 2006, the IRGCN received approximately 46 FAC of various classes from China and North Korea.
Depending upon the platform, they are equipped with torpedoes, short-range ASCMs, or both, and can reach speeds of 40-50 knots. The North Korean procurement effort
included four distinct classes of torpedo boats; two of which are submersible / semisubmersible. Both Chinese classes include short-range ASCMs. Iran has copied the North
Korean Peykaap-class boat and is domestically producing it as a missile boat with Nasr (C704) ASCMs. The IRGCN continues to look for the right combination of vessel
performance characteristics and weaponry, with platform speed and missile range as critical elements to incorporate into its procurement efforts.
Fast Inshore Attack Craft (FIAC)
FIAC are lightly armed small-boats that have been a mainstay of the IRGCN since its inception in the 1980s, and they are by far, the most numerous of all IRGCN vessels.
Usually fitted with only machine guns and/or rockets, and used en masse, these vessels are capable of harassing merchant shipping and conducting swarm tactics during a
force-on-force naval engagement. The IRGCN’s infatuation with speed has also influenced its FIAC acquisition efforts. One of the IRGCN’smost notable additions is a copy
of the British built Bladerunner, designated “Siraj-1.” The IRGCN claims the Siraj-1 is the fastest military vessel in the world, in its current modification to carry crew-served
weapons and rockets. In the future; however, the Siraj-1 will likely incorporate additional armament: either torpedoes or ASCMs.
Source: Excerpted from U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence, Iranian Naval Forces: a Tale of Two Navies, February 2017,
https://www.oni.navy.mil/Portals/12/Intel%20agencies/iran/Iran%20022217SP.pdf, pp 27-41
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Mines and Mine-layers
Naval mines are a critical component of the IRGCN’s strategy in the Strait of Hormuz and the Persian Gulf. It realized the impact mines made during the Tanker War and
operation Desert Storm and invested in new mines and mine delivery vessels. The IRGCN has a large inventory of mines including contact and influence mines.
Though it possesses a number of larger vessels that can be used to lay mines, the IRGCN has integrated its philosophy of using smaller, faster vessels into its mine-laying
strategy. It has equipped a large number of standard Ashoora small boats with mine rails capable of holding at least one mine. Using numerous boats complicates laying mines
in mass, it is better suited for rapidly laying small amounts of mines and improving force survivability, both key elements of IRGCN doctrine.
IRIN Principal Naval Capabilities
Unlike the IRGCN, the IRIN’s fleet is comprised of mainly traditional surface ships and submarines. Most of the IRIN’s surface ships are old, dating back to the 1960s and
1970s. Despite its aging platforms, the IRIN has done fairly well in preserving materiel readiness, but it will likely need to reconstitute its fleet in the coming years, given its
mission in the Gulf of Oman and its ambitions for extra-regional deployments. Iran is the only Persian Gulf nation with a submarine force. The IRIN’s submarine fleet
originated after the Iran-Iraq War when it received three Kilo-class attack submarines from Russia. Although domestic submarine production and maintenance programs exist,
they seem to be plagued by setbacks and delays.
Surface Combatants: Until 2007, the IRIN’s most capable surface combatants included only three 1960-era British built Vosper MK 5 corvettes (FFLs), ten French La
Combattante patrol boats (PTGs) and several domestically produced Combattantes. Each of these classes were originally fitted or upgraded with C802 ASCMs. Following the
naval reorganization of 2007, the IRIN added 11 missile combatants. They achieved this by upgrading three Hendijan-class auxiliaries and two PF 103-class patrol ships with
medium-range C802/Noor ASCMs, as well as upgrading three PGM 71 and three Cape patrol craft with short-range C704 / Nasr ASCMs.
The IRIN presently has two domestic combatant construction programs underway. The first is the IRIN’s new capital ship, the Jamaran-class, which closely resembles Iran’s
Vosper-class corvettes and is likely intended to replace those aging ships. The Jamaran’s armament differs slightly from Vosper MK 5. Jamarans incorporate a helicopter
flight deck, a 76 mm main deck gun, two 20 mm cannons and a 40 mm aft gun. Additionally, Jamarans carry up to four C-802 or Noor ASCMs, Standard Missile 1 anti-air
missiles (SAMs) and torpedoes. In December of 2015, RADM Sayyari announced IRIN destroyers were being upgraded to carry the domestically-produced Ghadir ASCMs,
which would allegedly increase the strike range of the Jamaran to 300 km. Iran has commissioned two Jamaran-class ships, one in Bandar Anzali, in the Caspian Sea, and one
in Bandar Abbas, where four more are under construction, or being fitted out.
The IRIN’s other major combatant construction program is known as project Sina, which is intended to replace its aging French La Combattante IIb-class patrol craft. Since
2003, Iran has completed seven ships in this class, which operate in the Caspian Sea and Southern Fleet. The Iranian built Combattantes are armed with four box launchers for
either C-802, or Noor ASCMs, and a 76mm forward gun. Surface Auxiliaries Overall, the IRIN has nearly 20 auxiliaries in its order of battle, but most are of smaller classes,
and all are older platforms. Only two, the Bushehr and Kharg oilers, are capable of conducting legitimate replenishment at sea (RAS) missions.
Source: Excerpted from U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence, Iranian Naval Forces: a Tale of Two Navies, February 2017,
https://www.oni.navy.mil/Portals/12/Intel%20agencies/iran/Iran%20022217SP.pdf, pp 27-41
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While the IRIN is looking to become a “strategic navy”, its aging and small auxiliary fleet has highlighted how critical logistics and infrastructure are, to continuous out-ofarea deployments. In order for the IRIN to achieve the goal of conducting extended deployments at greater ranges from home, the IRIN requires a robust and capable auxiliary
fleet. Since the IRIN began out-of-area deployments in 2009, Iran has given no indication that it intends to invest in additional auxiliaries.
Subsurface Fleet: Submarines are a critical component of the IRIN, which has undertaken an ambitious construction program to increase its subsurface production
capabilities and expand its fleet. Iran has three classes of operational submarines in its order of battle. First, Iran received three Kilo-class attack submarines from Russia in the
1990s. The Kilo is Iran’s most capable submarine and is presently equipped with torpedoes and mines. Unlike many other countries using the Kilo-class submarine, Iran chose
to forego sending its Kilos to Russia for mid-life overhaul, and instead, complete it in-country. This decision came at a significant time and operational cost, taking more than
seven years to complete. Iran claims to have begun overhaul of its second Kilo submarine. With so few attack submarines available, the emphasis on domestic maintenance of
its Kilo submarines will significantly impact submarine operations for well more than a decade, from the time it began.
Second, the IRIN has 14 North Korean-designed Yono-class midget submarines (SSM). Iran originally acquired at least one Yono submarine from North Korea in 2004 and
began domestically producing them shortly thereafter. Displacing only 120 tons, the Yono has two torpedo tubes capable of carrying Iran’s 53 cm Valfajar heavy-weight
torpedo. One of the Yono submarines reportedly sank during a patrol in April 2014, after a possible collision with rocks. Finally, Iran has a single domestically-designed and
produced Nahang SSM. The Nahang does not have torpedo tubes and may serve as a special operations platform
In addition to the three classes of submarines that are currently operational in the IRIN, Iran is domestically producing two other classes of submarines. The first is the Fatehclass coastal submarine (SSC). The Fateh reportedly displaces 600 tons with an operational diving depth of 200 meters and a range of 5000 kilometers. RADM Sayyari stated
up to 20 Fateh-class submarines would be constructed in the future. Reportedly, the Fateh submarines will be equipped with torpedoes, missiles, and mines. In April 2016,
Fateh hull one was still undergoing sea trials with the goal to be certified operational by the end of 2016, but as of January 2017, the IRIN has yet to declare the Fateh
submarine operational. Iran is also building a 1300 ton attack submarine known as Besat. According to Iranian press reports, the Besat will be approximately 60 meters in
length, capable of diving to 300 meters, and able to sustain 12 knots surfaced and 20 knots submerged. In terms of armament, the Besat will likely have six torpedo tubes,
capable of employing torpedoes and mines, as well as submarine-launched ASCMs.
Coastal Defense Cruise Missiles: The tight water space in the Strait of Hormuz, as well as vast miles of coastline, both provide optimal firing positions for coastal defense
cruise missiles (CDCMs). Accordingly, as one of the primary layers of defense for both the IRGCN and the IRIN, Iran has invested heavily in procurement, research, and
production of multiple anti-ship missile systems, over the past several years.Iran’s initial experience with CDCMs was gained with the Chinese-built Silkworm missiles during
the Tanker War. Over the past decade, Iran has expanded its inventory by developing a domestic production capability for the Chinese C802 and C700 series cruise missiles.
The C802 derivatives are known as Noor, Ghader, and Ghadir, with ranges reportedly of 120 km, 200 km and 300 km, respectively. In addition to the development and
deployment of these systems, Iranian CDCMs continue to evolve in all categories including, range, speed, flight profile, autonomy, seeker, and destructiveness.
Source: Excerpted from U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence, Iranian Naval Forces: a Tale of Two Navies, February 2017,
https://www.oni.navy.mil/Portals/12/Intel%20agencies/iran/Iran%20022217SP.pdf, pp 27-41
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: (UAV): Both the IRGCN and the IRIN have incorporated UAVs into their respective operations and planning. Historically, UAVs have been
reserved for reconnaissance missions, but as Iran improves its lethal and armed UAV technology, both navies are likely to employ these advancements in the maritime
environment. Antiship Ballistic Missiles (ASBM)The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace Forces (IRGC ASF) controls Iran’s ballistic missile forces. The IRGC
ASF has advertised several ballistic missile variants with the capability to target ships. The variants include the Khalij-e Fars, Hormuz-1 and Hormuz-2 missiles, which
reportedly have a range of 300 km and are equipped with terminal seekers, one of which is anti-radiation homing (ARH). With each new domestic program, Iran gains
valuable technical experience, advancing its defense industries in support of its military objectives. While still lagging considerably behind leading nations, Iran’s defense
industries have made recognizable strides in equipping its navies and other military services, with a broad range of capabilities for the maritime environment. As Iran
incorporates these capabilities and develops proficiency in using them, the IRGCN and IRIN will be more capable of fulfilling their respective missions. For any navy,
training, exercises, and operational proficiency are critical elements to achieve that objective.

Source: Excerpted from U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence, Iranian Naval Forces: a Tale of Two Navies, February 2017,
https://www.oni.navy.mil/Portals/12/Intel%20agencies/iran/Iran%20022217SP.pdf, pp 27-41
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Open-Source Estimates of Iranian Naval and Anti-ship Missiles
Source: Iranian claims and open
source reports have many
uncertainties and contradictions.
This estimate is derived from from
many sources including Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noor_
(missile);
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/c
hinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-shipcruise-missile-americas-13010;
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL33153
.pdf;
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buz
z/we-need-talk-about-iransmissiles-they-could-strike-us-navy57832;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ra%2
7ad_(anti-ship_missile); “"Ra'ad"".
Missile Threat, Center, for Strategic
and International Studies. 9 August
2016;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadid1;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qader
_(missile); https://defenseupdate.com/20120707_iranintroduces-a-locally-producedkornet-e-copy.html.
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Iranian Coastal Defense
Cruise Missile Ranges
CDCMs have been one of Iran’s primary layers of
defense for both navies to protect the country’s
littoral and maritime approaches. Iran initially
gained experience with CDCMs using Chinese-built
Silkworm missiles during the Tanker War. Both the
IRGCN and IRIN operate CDCM forces, and Iran
has invested greatly in developing and producing
more-capable ASCMs, primarily based on Chinese
C802 and C700-series missiles. Based on its
domestic copy of the C802, called the Noor, Iran
has developed the 200-kilometer-range Ghader and
the 300-kilometer-range Ghadir ASCMs. Iran also
domestically produces the 35-kilometer-range
Chinese C704 ASCM as the Nasr.
Antiship Ballistic Missiles
The IRGCASF has publicly announced and tested
its ability to target ships with several ballistic
missile models—including the Khalij Fars, Hormuz
1, and Hormuz 2— based on the Fateh-110 SRBM.
These anti- ship ballistic missiles (ASBMs) have
ranges of up to 300 kilometers and are equipped
with terminal seekers that steer the missile to its
target. These systems use a variety of seekers,
including electro-optical and antiradiation homing.

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring Regime Survival and Securing Regional Dominance, 19, 54, 56, November 2019.
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Open Source Data on Iranian Mine Warfare Capabilities
Iran demonstrated during the Iran-Iraq War that it could use naval mines in asymmetric warfare by placing some mines in fixed locations while letting others float freely in
key tanker and shipping routes through the Gulf. This allowed it to use one of its older World War I mine designs to seriously damage the USS Samuel B. Roberts in 1988.
Iran also did not need to use specialized mine warfare vessels to place such mines. It could use small ships – like Dhows – to carry and place mines or let local currents move
the mines down a given path.
Iran’s IRGC naval branch has regularly practiced mine warfare in the years since the end of the Iran-Iraq War in 1988. Iran also has conducted recent actual attacks. Two
freshly loaded tankers – the Frontline and the Kokuka Courageous – were attacked in the Gulf of Oman on June 12, 2019 – just outside the "Persian" or "Arab" Gulf. These
attacks came less than a month after four previous attacks on tankers near a port in the UAE, and after months of rising tensions over Iran's nuclear program, the war in
Yemen, and the growing arms race in the region. Iran used limpet mines – which divers or small craft can covertly attach to the hull of a ship– to attack several ships. The
Iranians evidently deliberately placed the mines to cause damage above the waterline to ensure the ships would not actually sink.
Iran has much larger mines, however, with warheads up to 2,500 pounds. Some sources indicate it has increased its inventory from some 1,500 mines in the 1980s to more
than 6,000 currently. Conventional contact mines are also only part of this threat. Iran may have air and submarine launched anti-ship mines.
Iran also has so-called “smart mines.” The basic design for such mines allows the mine to sink to the bottom in a given area. Once in place, they can use sensors that can
detect the sound pattern, pressure, and magnetic impact of ships passing above the mine. They can be set to arm themselves at given intervals over given periods of time, only
attacking passing ships of a given size and type. As a result, such mines do not have to be regularly re-laid, and the threat becomes highly unpredictable and difficult to
identify and disarm. Iran may also now have “active” versions of such mines that have more powered movement capability and the range to more actively attack given targets.
It is unclear how far such Iranian designs for “smart mines” have advanced, and whether Iran is seeking to create more modular and adaptable mine designs. DIA summarizes
Iran’s capability as follows, “ Mine warfare has been an integral part of Iran’s naval strategy since the Tanker War. Iran has an estimated inventory of more than 5,000 naval
mines, which include contact and influence mines. Both navies have devised strategies to rapidly deploy mines while improving force survivability. Iran has a variety of
vessels that can lay mines, but the IRGCN has integrated its doctrine of using smaller, faster vessels into its mine-laying strategy. Iran has equipped many of its
Ashoora small boats with mine rails capable of holding at least one mine.” (pp. 54-55)
The U.S. British, and Arab Gulf navies have all participated in mine clearing exercises over the years since 1988. However, most such exercises have revealed only negligible
to limited capability to actually disarm or recover such mines. Moreover, the Arab Gulf navies have very limited minesweeping capability, and U.S. mine warfare
deployments have been limited.
U.S. mine sweepers like the Avenger-class mine sweeper as well as the MH-53 Sea Dragon mine warfare helicopters are aging – as are British and European designs. The
readiness and performance capabilities of the aging Avengers and Sea Dragons are suspect. U.S. plans to create effective unmanned mine detection and destruction systems
lag badly behind, and ship building plans would replace the existing force of 11 minesweepers with only eight specially equipped Littoral Combat Ships – a class of vessels
that so far has fallen far behind schedule and expectations.
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Iranian Port
Visits and
Naval
Exercises

Source: DIA, Iran Military Power, Ensuring
Regime Survival and Securing Regional
Dominance, 19, November 2019.
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Iranian Attacks
in MaySeptember 2019

Source: Henry Martin, “Iran-backed militants admit drone swarm strike on world's largest oil processing plant in Saudi and at second nearby facility
sparking huge fires as tensions reach boiling point following tanker attacks,” Daily Mail, September 14, 2019, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article7463189/Drone-attacks-spark-huge-fires-two-Saudi-oil-refineries.html
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Iranian Tanker Attacks in 2019

Source: “Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Seizes foreign oil tanker, state TV reports,” ABC News, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-0719/iran-seizes-oil-tanker-in-persian-gulf/11323564
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How Small Can “Smart” Get?

Iranian and Houthi Remotely Controlled Small Craft with Explosive Devices

Source: “Saudi-led coalition says it foiled attack on oil tanker off Yemen,” Reuters, March 4, 2020.
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Peacetime
Tanker and
Cargo Ship
Traffic in the
Gulf Region:
6.3.2020

Source: Hellenic Shipping
News,
https://www.hellenicshippin
gnews.com/worldwidetraffi
c/
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Peacetime
Tanker
and Cargo
Ship
Traffic in
the Gulf
6.3.2020

Source: Hellenic Shipping
News,
https://www.hellenicshippin
gnews.com/worldwidetraffi
c/
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The Global Importance of the Flow of PersianArab Gulf Petroleum Exports
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The Global Importance of the Flow of Persian-Arab Gulf Petroleum
The previous section has shown that Iran can use its naval, air, and/or missile forces and proxies to attack ships anywhere in the Gulf, around the
Strait of Hormuz, in the Gulf of Oman outside the Gulf, and in Indian Ocean waters near the Strait of Hormuz. It has long threatened to "close the
Gulf" at the Strait of Hormuz, but its military exercises involve dispersing its navy of Revolutionary Guard forces broadly in the Gulf and around it.
Iran does not have to launch a major war. It can conduct sporadic, low-level attacks that do not necessarily provoke a major U.S. or Arab reaction, but
they will create sudden risk premiums in petroleum prices and the equivalent of a war of attrition. Tankers are slow moving commercial targets that a
heavy weapon or mine can sink or incapacitate. They may cease operating or develop massive insurance premiums, even if they are attacked by
relatively small anti-ship missiles, UCAVs, submersibles, and radio-controlled small craft filled with high explosives. Iran can also plant "smart"
mines in the bottom of tanker routes that can detect large tankers and hone in on them, or they can be set to arm at widely spaced intervals.
These methods of "hybrid" attack can be carried out by individual ships and dhows that are not part of Iran's armed forces, that do not have Iranian
flags or operators wearing Iranian uniforms, and that cannot be directly tied to actions by the Iranian government. They can also be carried out by
proxies like the Houthis or “false flag” groups made up for the occasion.
Iran is expanding the areas in which it can carry out such attacks as well. The Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) and Islamic Revolution Guards
Corps Navy (IRGCN) have established a presence in the Gulf of Oman based at Chabahar – to “prevent smuggling” – and in the Gulf of Aden and
near Yemen to “deal with Somali pirates.”
Iran’s growing role in the Gulf of Oman includes basing for its Kilo submarines to reduce U.S. ability to track and cover their movements. An IHS
Janes assessment reports that Iran plans to establish three new bases on its Makran Coast in the Gulf of Oman – one of which near Pasabandar (close
to the Pakistani border) was completed in February 2017.
At the same time, outside extremist groups like ISIS can carry out such attacks – potentially dragging Iran, the United States, and Arab states into
some form of clash or war. No one can safely assume that Iran is – or is not – the cause of the attack in the absence of reliable intelligence or
evidence. Even “implausible” Iranian denial can limit the military response of other states, particularly since virtually any such response risks
triggering a far more serious conflict and an even more serious reduction in the flow of Gulf oil.
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The Petroleum Threat to the Global Economy
The charts, maps, and data in this section focus on the Gulf and the region’s vulnerability to such attacks. Petroleum is a global commodity, and any serious risk or reduction
in the supply affects prices everywhere in the world. The charts in this section show that the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf are critical sources of exports, and some 60million barrels of oil, plus product and natural gas, move out of the Gulf by sea every day.
While the volume of the Gulf petroleum exports varies over time, the U.S. government's Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that the volume has risen by
about 9% in the half-decade between 2011 and 2016, and that, the Strait of Hormuz is the world’s most important chokepoint, with an oil flow of 18.5 million b/d in 2016.
The Strait of Hormuz connects the Persian Gulf with the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea, and in 2015 its daily flow of oil accounted for 30% of all seaborne-traded crude
oil and other liquids. More than 30% of global liquefied natural gas trade also transited the Strait of Hormuz in 2016. At its narrowest point, the Strait of Hormuz is 21 miles
wide, but the width of the shipping lane in either direction is only two miles wide, separated by a two-mile buffer zone.
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The Strategic Importance of Gulf Exports and the Strait of Hormuz

Source: EIA, “The Strait of Hormuz is the world’s most important oil transit chokepoint,” June 20, 2019, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=39932
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Strait of Hormuz
The Strait of Hormuz is the world's most important oil
chokepoint because of the large volumes of oil that flow
through the strait. In 2018, its daily oil flow averaged 21
million barrels per day (b/d), or the equivalent of about
21% of global petroleum liquids consumption.
Flows through the Strait of Hormuz in 2018 made up about
one-third of total global seaborne traded oil. More than
one-quarter of global liquefied natural gas trade also
transited the Strait of Hormuz in 2018.
At the end of 2018, the total available crude oil pipeline
capacity from the two countries combined was estimated at
6.5 million b/d. In that year, 2.7 million b/d of crude oil
moved through the pipelines, leaving about 3.8 million b/d
of unused capacity that could have bypassed the strait.
76% of the crude oil and condensate that moved through
the Strait of Hormuz went to Asian markets in 2018. China,
India, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore were the largest
destinations for crude oil moving through the Strait of
Hormuz to Asia, accounting for 65% of all Hormuz crude
oil and condensate flows in 2018.

Source: EIA, “The Strait of Hormuz is the world’s most important oil transit chokepoint,” June 20, 2019,
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=39932
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The Strategic Importance of the Bab el-Mandeb

Source: EIA, “The Bab el-Mandeb Strait is a strategic route for oil
and natural gas shipments,” August 27, 2019,
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=41073
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The Strategic Importance of the SUMED Pipeline and Suez Canal (I)

Source: EIA, “The Suez Canal and SUMED Pipeline are critical chokepoints for oil and
natural gas trade,” July 23, 2019, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=40152
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The Strategic Importance of the SUMED Pipeline and Suez Canal (II)

Source: EIA, “The Suez Canal and SUMED Pipeline are critical
chokepoints for oil and natural gas trade,” July 23, 2019,
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=40152
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Limits to the Role of Land Forces
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Limits to the Role of Land Forces
Iran has the capability to conduct special forces, commands, and marine force raids, and the charts and maps in this section show that the risk of such
raids cannot be dismissed. An Iranian special unit raid on Iraq’s offshore petroleum loading platforms had a major tactical impact early in the IranIraq War. Iran also has substantial amphibious and ferry lift capability, although it has not practiced major amphibious raids in the face of armed
resistance.
Iran can also project land power less formally by sending “volunteers” to advise or fight in foreign countries and to train and equip foreign state and
non-state forces in or outside Iran. Iran has so far used the IRGC and Al Quds force for most such missions but has also shown that the regular army
and marine forces also have the capability to perform these missions.
At the same time, the maps throughout this analysis show that the geography of the Gulf limits the prospects for large scale-land combat missions
other than a major Iranian military intervention in a divided Iraq or a demonstrative attack on Kuwait. Any major Iranian invasion of another Arab
Gulf state would require Iran to carry out large-scale maneuver warfare, supply its forces at a distance, and deal with the local population.
Any Iranian invasion of Saudi Arabia would present major problems, given the Kingdom’s strategic depth and comparatively large population of over
36 million. Iran does have a major lead in land force manning and massive artillery forces that are a legacy of the Iran-Iraq War, but Iran lacks
modern armor, much of its equipment is aging and worn, and it has relied far more on mass in the Iran-Iraq War than maneuver. Iranian land forces
lack even effective exercise experience in sustaining maneuver warfare outside Iran. They could not survive combined U.S. and Saudi air attacks and
would have problems in surviving against well managed Saudi air attacks without U.S. support.
In contrast, any U.S. and Gulf Arab land invasion of Iran would at best mean dealing with a country whose forces are organized and trained to
provide defense in depth and whose Basij Resistance Force can deploy up to 600,000 men for local defense and irregular warfare – all while trying to
occupy a nation of more than 80 million people.
As a result, the most likely areas for any form of scenario involving sustained land combat are Kuwait and Iraq. Such a conflict, however, presents the
problem that an effort to win a limited war could easily escalate out of control. At best, it would present Iran with the challenge of occupying a
significant part of another country in ways that could trigger massive U.S. intervention in the conflict.
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Attacking Kuwait would also unite most of the Arab world against Iran. Unless Iraq divided to the point where Iran would be welcome by many or
most of Iraq’s Shi’ites, the end result also could be as unpleasant for Iran as a U.S. invasion of Iran would be for the United States.
A lack of proper training and readiness also seem likely to limit any form of serious land combat that involves sustained maneuver warfare outside
national territory. Land combat units vary sharply in quality by unit in Iran and the Arab Gulf states, and their recent combat experience is limited. It
has now been some 30 years since the first Gulf War, and only Iraq’s counterinsurgency and counterterrorism forces have had recent combat
experience.
No one can dismiss the possibility of a large-scale land war, but it seems more likely that the overall land balance will not be a key factor. Land
conflicts are more likely to be fought by limited groups of forces that are fighting limited conflicts tailored to very specific contingencies, or they will
be involved in train and assist missions. Given the sharply varying quality of the units in most Gulf armies and the inability to predict the scenario, it
makes it exceptionally difficult to predict the comparative capability of land forces in the most likely local and limited conflicts, although the U.S. and
Iran clearly have the most experience in train and assist missions.
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The Iran-Iraq Border
Area

Source: Australian National University, “Iraq-Iran border
region,” February 13, 2020,
https://asiapacific.anu.edu.au/mapsonline/base-maps/iraqiran-border-region
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The Kuwaiti
“Hinge ” in
Land Combat
in the Gulf

Source: Google Maps, Kuwait,
https://www.google.com/maps/place/
Kuwait/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x3fc536
3fbeea51a1:0x74726bcd92d8edd2?s
a=X&ved=2ahUKEwiZ8rzMqrjoAh
W6lHIEHUEMDb4Q8gEwAHoEC
AsQAQ
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Comparative Active Armed Forces, Estimated Reserves, and Active Paramilitary
Personnel: 2019
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Source: Adapted by the author from IISS, Military Balance 2020, Chapter Seven, “The Middle East and North Africa,” 342-284.
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Comparative Active Army, National Guard, Royal/Presidential Guard, IRGC
Military Personnel (Thousands) 2019
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Source: Adapted by the author from IISS, Military Balance 2020, Chapter Seven, “The Middle East and North Africa,” 342-284.
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Comparative Total Land Force Major Weapons Holdings in 2019
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Source: Adapted by the author from IISS, Military Balance 2020, Chapter Seven, “The Middle East and North Africa,” 342-384.
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Comparative Main Battle Tank Strength, 2019
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Comparative Other Armored Vehicle Strength by Major Category, 2019
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Comparative Artillery Strength by Major Category, 2019
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